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F r o m  t h e  e d i t o r

On The Cover:
A light wood and grayish-green palette reinforces the clean 
Scandinavian style in a home designed by architect Patricia 
Borowicz. Photo by Chase Daniel. Page 30.

n a few weeks my kitchen will be demolished in a reno that we have been work-
ing towards for a very long time. For three years I have torn pages from maga-
zines, pinned ideas on Pinterest, planned for storage and agonized over colors. 
I was so sure I knew exactly what I wanted in my dream kitchen, then projects 
for this issue started rolling in (envision my husband’s eye-rolling). But I’m not 
turning back now. The most important thing I realized from seeing all of the 

very different kitchen designs featured in this issue was not just the color combos and beau-
tiful finishes but how they all work within the existing footprint of the home and provide 
the best function for their homeowners. And that is what I feel certain we are accomplishing 
with our kitchen remodel. I’m ready to take on grill and microwave cooking, or no cooking at 
all, because the end result will be so much better for my family. I hope you find inspiration 
and tear out a few pages as you read on.

Architect Patricia Borowicz raised ceilings, added windows and reconfigured the kitchen/
living area to create a bright and open space that serves the family well. With room for two 
islands and an added pass-through window to the patio, it’s perfect for big parties or family 
suppers. In a 1913 Greek Revival home and carriage house, designer Shea Pumarejo created 
two kitchens that stay true to the historic home’s aesthetic with extraordinary millwork 
throughout. Architect Jennifer Vrazel from Studio Steinbomer tackled her own kitchen re-
model, furthering her home’s mid-century style and creating a clever entertaining wall. The 
kitchen, laundry and living areas in a home by Bradshaw Designs flow together beautifully 
and seamlessly but the unique storage solutions are truly enviable. Mark Ashby Design and 
Rick + Cindy Black Architects collaborated on another mid-century home where they de-
signed a floating wall made of vertical white oak slats to conceal part of the kitchen and also 
help with acoustics in the open living area. In the final featured kitchen, designer Stephanie 
Swedlund incorporated the space from an unused breakfast nook to add more counterspace 
and turned the recesses between studs into a creative spice rack and pantry.

If you have been in a party dry spell for the past month, after a busy holiday season of 
hosting and attending, the next few months of Rodeos and Fiestas are sure to inspire a few 
get-togethers. Di-Anna Arias of Don Strange of Texas provides entertaining tips from her 35 
years of event planning that are perfect for home gatherings whether large or small. It’s also 
crawfish season. Venture out to local restaurants or boil-it-yourself at home.

What better way to end than with a party!

Wishing you all the best,

Trisha Doucette

Dream Kitchens

I
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market | sideboards

The long and beautiful cabinets that grace many dining rooms — or any room for that matter — had a very humble 

beginning. Whether you call them sideboards or buffets, they are one of the most versatile pieces of furniture you can own.

AT YOUR SERVICE 
While the terms sideboard and buffet are used interchange-

ably, it’s generally accepted that sideboards have short legs or 
no legs at all, with cabinets or drawers to the floor, and buf-
fets have slightly taller legs with similar storage. They evolved 
from small tables used for holding and serving food in late 
18th Century Europe, and probably began as a simple plank 
supported by trestles on either end. The design was practical 
and served its purpose — until a better one came along.

It was Robert Adam, a Scottish architect and furniture de-
signer, who traded the trestles for portable cupboards, conve-
nient for storing serving pieces, flatware and linens. They be-
came popular serving stations in the most fashionable dining 
rooms of the time. Adam went on to collaborate with Thomas 
Chippendale, creating ornate — while still utilitarian — pieces 
of furniture that were sought after as a nod to one’s social sta-

THE DIANA AND MIVERVA COMMODE BY THOMAS CHIPPENDALE, 1773, IN THE STATE BEDROOM OF THE HAREWOOD HOUSE, 
WEST YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND. PHOTO COURTESY OF THE HAREWOOD HOUSE TRUST, WWW.HAREWOOD.ORG.

tus. Their popularity grew in the 19th Century, with elaborate 
decoration in the form of inlays and veneers. They eventually 
became necessary pieces of furniture.

Around the same time, the French Commode was a cabinet 
or chest of drawers used in bedrooms, a style soon adopted by 
English cabinet makers. And a Welsh Dresser was the precur-
sor to a China Hutch.

Nowadays, sideboards are perfect for storing fancier serv-
ing pieces, china and silver that are not used on a daily basis. 
Move them to another room and they become entertainment 
centers or bedroom dressers.

The flat tops are ideal for displaying treasured and decora-
tive items. Whether your style is contemporary, farmhouse 
or you’re repurposing an antique, sideboards are a lovely — 
practical — solution in any home.
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Classic CLOVER
The Trefoil Sideboard blends inspiration from geometric textiles and nature’s 

classic clover — an eye-catching pattern that speaks to Tracey Boyd’s background in 
fashion design. Made from tiles of cross-hatched engineered oak veneer, a marque-
try pattern features trefoil-shaped inlays of sapele wood in warm rosewood tones. 
www.fourhands.com

Tuscan TRADITION
Built from kiln-dried sungkai wood and 

sungkai veneer, the Toscana Buffet con-
tains a tempered glass front and adjust-
able shelves inside cabinet doors, ideal 
for storing essentials or the components 
of a media system: cutouts facilitate cord 
management. www.potterybarn.com

Modern ITALIAN
With Porada, everything is born from 

the love of wood. This remains true for 
the Riga Sideboard with a frame in solid 
canaletto walnut. It is available in three 
or four-door options and multiple finish-
es, including lacquered colors, and with 
wood feet or a metal base. 
www.scottcooner.com

Dazzling DIAMONDS
With its bold geometric pattern and 

mesmerizing optical appeal, the Black 
+ White Bone Inlay Diamond Sideboard 
is the wow factor your dining space has 
been waiting for. Wrapped in sturdy, 
sleek metal, the doors open to reveal 
storage for dishes, platters and more. 
www.livingspaces.com
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Gracefully GLOBAL
Richly carved scalloped doors in antique gold and an 

espresso finish create a global texture with sleek contem-
porary lines. The Roma Server is great for serving a crowd 
or as a media center with cord management throughout. 
www.ballarddesigns.com u

Silver LINING
The Mackintosh Entertainment Credenza by Bernhardt 

features a tarnished German Silver clad case over meticulous-
ly carved reclaimed teak — a technique used in architecture 
and décor for more than 2,000 years. Behind each of the four 
doors are adjustable/removable shelves and ventilation holes 
in the back panels. www.stowersfurniture.com

Luxe LASER-CUT
The Elements Quad Cabinet, designed by Jason Guidry and 

Louis A. Lara for BDI furniture, is a versatile storage console 
that combines form and function with ease. Shown in a char-
coal finish and also available in natural walnut, the door panels 
are backed with perforated metal to conceal its contents, with 
three different laser-cut door patterns to choose from. The cab-
inet is four compartments wide, with a center compartment 
containing a storage shelf that accommodates most soundbar 
speakers. www.copenhagenliving.com

Dimple EFFECT
Designed and handmade by Peter Glassford, the creation 

of the Dimple Cabinet in rosa morada wood with a natural 
lacquer is described by the artist as “slowly mistreated with 
a drill press” to achieve the lovely dimpling effect that ac-
centuates the beauty of the wood; available in two sizes. 
www.peterglassford.com

CURIOSITY CREDENZA BY CYNTHIA ROWLEY | 
WWW.HOOKERFURNITURE.COM
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palette | classic blue

TrueBLUE
Undoubtedly one of the most anticipated announcements 

each year, Pantone® has revealed their Color for 2020. 

Pantone describes Classic Blue as timeless, reassuring and 

enduring. Aptly named “Classic,” it is the shade that comes 

to mind when the word “blue” is said, resting somewhere be-

tween navy and royal; it’s familiar, like the most-used crayon in 

the box. Classic Blue can be calming or bring an exciting dose 

of color whether displayed in your home or on your person. 

When Michelle Thomas, ASID, RID, designed a sitting area 
for her client’s home, she didn’t shy away from the bright and 
bold color, and the cheerful shade makes everyone feel anything 
but blue. Her approach to incorporating Classic Blue in your 
home is to simply be bold, be brave and beautify your space. 
She says, “Classic Blue is a perfect pairing for any space. From 
complementing wood tones to mixing well with pops of colors, 
like orange, blue is a crowd pleaser! Many people would shy 
away from such a bold choice, but as you can see, it offers a 
WOW factor by adding personality and interest to the space. We 
used a geometric tile backsplash and ran it from the countertop 
to the ceiling. It boasts a modern, yet dramatic feature.”

You’ll be seeing a lot of Classic Blue this year. Here are a few 
ways to bring it home. u

MICHELLE THOMAS DESIGN

FIESTA® 3-PIECE BISTRO 
PLACE SETTING IN LAPIS | 

WWW.FIESTAFACTORYDIRECT.COM

WOMB CHAIR AND OTTOMAN 
BY EERO SAARINEN | 

WWW.ROVECONCEPTS.COM

HESTAN PROPANE GRILL IN PRINCE | 
WWW.FERGUSONSHOWROOMS.COM

PHOTO COURTESY OF HESTAN AT 
FERGUSON BATH, KITCHEN & LIGHTING GALLERY

CURIOSITY CREDENZA BY CYNTHIA ROWLEY | 
WWW.HOOKERFURNITURE.COM

“BELOW THE SURFACE” | WWW.SUNPAN.COM

WILLIAMS-SONOMA CAST-IRON 
BY STAUB OVAL OVEN | 

WWW.WILLIAMS-SONOMA.COM

THG PARIS BEYOND CRYSTAL 
IN BLUE | 

WWW.THG-PARIS.COM/US/EN

HASTINGS’ VOLA FAUCETS  
IN LIGHT BLUE AND DARK BLUE | 

WWW.HASTINGSTILEANDBATH.COM
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home | entertaining

Who doesn’t love a party? If you are a 

seasoned host or new to home 

entertaining, it helps to have a plan 

and a few guidelines to consider.

The  
ART

of the
PARTY 

Di-Anna Arias has been planning events for 35 years as the 
Vice President of Sales and Culinary Vision for Don Strange of 
Texas. Over the years, she has had the pleasure of coordinat-
ing events for 50 to 30,000 guests at a time, including a Presi-
dential Dinner at the White House, Texas Gubernatorial Balls, 
the 150th anniversary celebration of the King Ranch and over 
30 Cattle Baron’s Balls across Texas, just to name a few. She 
also serves on several non-profit boards, both personally and 
professionally. So, while her professional life includes elabo-
rate event planning for the well-known caterer, she doesn’t 
tire of home entertaining. Di-Anna provided a few of her es-
sential entertaining tips that she finds beneficial as an event 
planner or when planning her own personal parties. 

• PREPARE A WELL-THOUGHT-OUT INVITATION (even if 
it’s sent via email). It sets the tone for an event. Include any ex-
pectations such as “cocktail attire” or “coat and tie” or “coastal 
fun,” so that your guests are prepared and feel comfortable 
upon arrival. Remember: Timing is everything when sending 
invitations. Providing advance notice allows guests to accom-
modate any special requests. Always send all invitations at the 
same time so no one feels like an afterthought.

• CREATE SEATING OR STANDING AREAS THAT EN-
COURAGE INSTANT CAMARADERIE. Examples include 
lounge furniture, stand-up cocktail tables and benches around 

a fire pit or fire place. Organizing comfortable furniture group-
ings provides the setting for conversation. 

• PERSONAL EXPRESSION IS A MAJOR PART OF ENTER-
TAINING. Make it your own! Mix that flatware; repurpose a 
collection of cool bracelets for napkin rings; layer tablecloths; 
use all purple and orange flowers or go monochromatic if that 
is what you prefer. Always add that dash of individuality and 
personality to your entertaining. 

• MAKE A PLAYLIST. Music can make or break a party, and 
it’s also another way to enforce your theme. 

• TABLE SETTINGS ARE IMPORTANT. Whether your 
event is formal, informal or backyard casual, consider the 
basic place setting guidelines and provide exactly what your 
guests will require for their meal. Giving attention to your 
table furthers your party theme and makes guests feel special 
and welcome. 

• CENTERPIECES SHOULD BE LOWER THAN 13 INCHES 
AS TO NOT IMPEDE EYE CONTACT AND CONVERSATION. 
In a world of technology where we are glued to a screen, it’s 

Photography courtesy of Don Strange of Texas
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very nice to have a relaxed setting to encourage face-to-face con-
nections. For creative alternatives, gather ordinary items from 
your home to use in new ways. Repurpose a bowl or a cham-
pagne bucket, group a collection of interesting objects, or use 
found objects such as simple magnolia leaves in a bowl — all 
create stunning and classic centerpieces. If you are using fresh 
flowers, think seasonal. You will have the freshest available and 
they will last longer. As an added touch, place a small vase in the 
guest bathroom as well. Guests will appreciate the hospitality.

• WHEN PLANNING YOUR MENU, ALWAYS CONSIDER 
YOUR GUESTS’ DIETARY RESTRICTIONS. Whether per-
sonal or necessary (culinary adventurers, vegans, gluten-free, 
kosher, etc.), your guests will appreciate the consideration. 
If you’ve prepared the finest of French cuisine, hired your fa-
vorite caterer, picked up from a local gourmet shop or simply 
ordered sushi as take-out, keep your guest list in mind and 
always have a selection to accommodate everyone.

• COCKTAILS — I love the punch bowl for entertaining! 
Punch bowls have made a trendy comeback and big batch 
cocktails are ideal for entertaining. Batch cocktails are pre-
pared ahead and ready for guests as soon as they arrive, al-

low guests to serve themselves, create a gathering place for 
conversation and sharing, and make it easy on you as a host 
to replenish as necessary. Keep an extra batch made up and 
ready to pour in. Garnish cups ahead of time so that as your 
guests serve their cocktail, the presentation of the cocktail is 
perfect each time.

• A QUICK PARTY RUN-THROUGH WILL ENSURE EV-
ERYTHING IS GUEST-READY. Before the party begins, go 
outside and re-enter as your guests will. This allows you to 
see what your guests will encounter as they arrive — and alert 
you to anything out of place.

• THE HOST SETS THE TONE OF THE EVENING. Be 
flexible and don’t worry if something doesn’t go as exactly 
planned. Most of the time you are the only one that knows 
and as long as you are relaxed, your guests will be as well. 
Improvise when needed, stay calm and enjoy your own party.

At the end of the entertaining day, remember: food, drinks 
and decorations are important, but what really matters is that 
you are bringing together people — family, friends, co-work-
ers, etc. — to celebrate! u
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ARTISANS-A TEXAS GALLERY, FREDERICKSBURG

food | crawfish boils

Crawfish boils may be better associated with Louisiana, but the early 

springtime tradition has deep roots in Texas. From February to mid-May, 

crawfish are plentiful and readily available in seafood shops and at some 

area restaurants. In San Antonio, two chefs with completely different 

cultures share their take on the convivial occasion.

Southerleigh’s Executive Chef and owner Jeff Balfour is a 4th 
generation native of the Texas Coast, where crawfish season is 
wildly anticipated. “Growing up on Galveston Island, seafood 
was always a part of our life, and while shrimp reigns supreme 
in Galveston, there was always a great deal of excitement when 
crawfish season came around,” says the chef.  “My family 
would do crawfish boils often, and it was probably my favorite 
of all. I would get stuck peeling a lot of the crawfish — shrimp 
and crab, too — because I was fast. This was a foundation in my 
early years, showing signs of wanting to be a cook.” 

PINCH. PEEL. EAT. 
R E P E A T.

One of Balfour’s favorite memories of the boils were the 
smells coming from the stained white igloo coolers as they 
opened them up to begin to eat. Seeking to recreate this fond 
memory, he had custom seafood boilers built into the bar at 
the kitchen at Southerleigh, where shrimp boils are on the 
menu year-round and crawfish make an appearance as soon 
as the season kicks off. “We use these to do our seafood boils 
to order,” says the chef. “The action and the aromas resulting 
from having them built right into the bar add a fun element 
that we enjoy, keeping close to our Texas Coastal roots.”

By Claudia Alarcón   Photography courtesy of Pinch Boil House
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In Houston’s Asian communities, 
crawfish boils have become staples, and 
Viet-Cajun crawfish has even made its 
way to New Orleans and California. Sean 
Wen and Andrew Ho, owners of Pinch 
Boil House in San Antonio, have jumped 
in the action with their own signature 
boils. At Pinch, they first boil the craw-
fish in a special broth filled with spices 
and seasonings. Once the crawfish has 
been boiled to perfection, they toss it in 
different Southeast Asian sauces. 

“Since our kitchen team is from, and 
has experience with, many countries 
all over Southeast Asia, we are able to 
bring to life many authentic and diverse 
flavors that customers typically don’t 
see at a seafood restaurant,” they say. 
With staff hailing from countries such 
as Laos, Vietnam and Thailand, their 
sauces include ingredients such as lem-
ongrass, fresh garlic, scallions, limes, 
coconut milk, fish sauce, curry pastes 
and Thai chilis. Other Viet-Cajun cooks 
pour melted butter, lemon and chopped 
garlic over the freshly boiled crawfish 
as a finishing sauce.

“Growing up as Asian Americans in 
Texas along the Gulf Coast, seafood and 
home-cooking were an essential part 
of our upbringing,” says Wen. “Since 
many immigrants from Southeast Asia 
were fisherman and boat people, it was 
only natural that they brought their 

BIY (BOIL IT YOURSELF)
There are many schools of thought regarding the proper way to boil crawfish, but 

there are also main guiding principles on which everyone agrees.
• Crawfish boils are messy affairs, best suited for the outdoors. Crawfish boilers 

with a basket insert and propane burners can be purchased at Academy. You will also 
need a large picnic table, plenty of newspapers to cover it, several rolls of paper tow-
els, and a large garbage can or two with a plentiful supply of bags.

 • Crawfish prices, quality and availability will vary every season. Usually, all the 
necessary spices are available wherever you purchase your crawfish. Some good 
brands of Louisiana boil spices are Zatarain’s, Louisiana Boil and Swamp Fire. Tradi-
tionally, crawfish boils include whole red potatoes, corn-on-the-cob, whole onions and 
whole heads of garlic. Some people add fresh lemon halves for extra flavor.

• Crawfish must be purged and thoroughly washed before boiling. At home, people 
usually place them in a plastic kiddie pool or a large ice chest, cover them with water 
and add a whole pound of salt. This forces them to purge themselves of impurities. 
Next, place them in the basket insert of the crawfish boiler and rinse with a garden 
hose for about five minutes to remove all the seaweed and mud.

• To cook, boil all the vegetables first, adding seasonings and aromatics to taste. 
Add the crawfish, and when they come to a rolling boil, let them go for 3-8 minutes, 
depending on size. Turn off the flame, cover and steep them for about 20 minutes 
before dumping on the newspaper-covered table.

• Wash down with plenty of cold beer.

cooking techniques and recipes with 
them. For us, this type of food is not a 
forced fusion but rather just the way 
we, our parents and grandparents have 
been eating for generations.” 

For Wen, crawfish boils are the quint-
essential family and friends’ occasion. 

“From the cheerful bonhomie among 
your table mates, to the spicy, lip-tin-
gling sensation you all will share, noth-
ing quite compares. If you ever find your-
self in Texas during crawfish season, do 
yourself a favor and get down to a craw-
fish boil!” u
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ARTISANS-A TEXAS GALLERY, FREDERICKSBURG

design | cabinets

“It all started with my grandfather Ezekiel,” says Greg King 
as he recalls his family’s past. “He didn’t have the business we 
have now but he was a builder and cabinetmaker in the 1920s.” 
Ezekiel’s son Weldon — Greg’s dad — took up the trade when 
he returned from WWII as a navy veteran and passed it onto a 

For more than 40 years, KingWood Fine Cabinetry has 

been a Fredericksburg institution, most recently with 

third-generation craftsman Greg King at the helm. Now 

the fourth generation of Kings “take the reign” of superb 

artistry and impeccable customer service. 

A Fine Line of 
SUCCESSION 

By Julie Catalano   Photography courtesy of KingWood Fine Cabinetry

son who now says, “I found the work interesting, and it came 
naturally to me.” 

Now King has the opportunity to look on with pride as he 
watches son Dana and daughter Marci become the next gen-
eration of Kings to carry on not just the family name but the 
reputation for excellence that goes with it. 

KingWood Fine Cabinetry works with every species of wood 
from hardwoods to veneers, in top quality products that range 
from a single handmade piece to entire homes — custom cabi-
netry that graces kitchens and baths, studies, wine rooms, 
media rooms, tailor-made closet systems and more, in styles 
from traditional to contemporary. 

Over the years, King has seen changes that his father and 
grandfather could never have dreamed of. “Technology has 
changed the business immensely,” he says of the computer nu-

Featured Advertiser Editorial
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merical control (CNC) machines that 
read the CAD files — the first step 
in the design — then go on to pro-
cess and cut for assembly. The CNC 
routers, for example, are “amazing. 
They ensure not only speed but ac-
curacy,” he says. “They’re not just 
close — they are dead on.” Further, 
automation means that all material 
is optimized with the least amount 
of waste along with an increase in 
productivity. And through it all, the 
legendary KingWood attention to 
detail is never compromised. 

“We always look for better ways 
of doing things to produce a high-
quality product, not seeing just 
how cheap we can make something 
like others might do,” says King. This, he explains, “is why 
our philosophy works. Our clientele demands a high-quality 
product. Most of our business consists of  complete projects 
and every one of them is unique.” 

This business, he continues, requires flexibility and the 
ability to quickly adapt. Styles may come and go (and come 
around again), says King, “but that’s part of the job, to recog-
nize where trends are going and be there.” 

One of those trends is toward sustainability — a path that 
has been on the company radar for some time. “I think ev-
eryone is sympathetic to that direction,” he says. “More al-
ternative-type materials are coming out. As long as it’s a good 
quality product then we will look into using it.” They do their 
own testing on any new materials, exposing them to high hu-
midity and moisture to see how they hold up. “Our products 
are made to last,” says King, “and we stand by them.”

The 4,000-square-foot showroom in Fredericksburg allows 

customers to get a hands-on experi-
ence with a wide array of KingWood 
products. Vignettes provide inspira-
tion to help customers “see” what 
they might want in their own spac-
es. “They can touch and feel the fin-
ishes and pick exactly the style they 
want,” says King. “Appointments 
can be scheduled with our sales staff 
and in-house designer.”

Their website showcases outstand-
ing real-world examples of their 
work, from an intricately carved 
kitchen island to ultra sleek bath van-
ities to home libraries with bookcases 
that soar to the ceiling and hold trea-
sured books, artwork, framed photo-
graphs and collectibles. 

There are plans to expand the website to include an online 
catalog where customers can browse and shop to their heart’s 
content. “We are experimenting with it now,” says King, ex-
cited at the possibilities.  

It’s a long way from Greg King building cabinets out of his 
pickup truck in the early 1970s, and an even longer way from 
grandfather Ezekiel and father Weldon. King remains avail-
able for consulting and any backup assistance needed, but he 
has no doubts about the future.

Like his father and grandfather before him, King is confi-
dent that the family name will remain synonymous with ex-
cellence in craftsmanship and service. “The business,” he says 
proudly, “is in good hands.” u

KINGWOOD FINE CABINETRY
830-990-0565  |  www.kingwoodcabinets.com
401 South Lincoln Street, Fredericksburg, Texas 78624
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uring their first tour of the home, 
which previously served as a bird 
sanctuary for its owner who reha-
bilitated birds of prey, the couple had 
to hold their breath. But despite the 
stench, they loved the layout — espe-

cially the fact that the kitchen was located near the back-
yard and there were two separate living areas so that one 
could remain a television-free gathering space to enjoy with 
their two young boys.  

D “When we first bought the house, we thought we weren’t 
going to do much to it,” says Champion, who in addition to be-
ing the homeowner, served as the both the builder and interior 
designer. “This was our third remodeling project, and while I 
am not a professional builder, my husband and I had a vision 
for this house. And since we had people to consult with, I felt 
like I could do this on my own.”

One of the professionals Champion consulted with through-
out the remodeling project was the architect they hired, Patri-
cia Borowicz of Borowicz Architecture, who came up with a 

Stacey Champion and her husband, Vadan Less, always wanted to live in Barton Hills. When 

they stumbled on a 1974-built, 2,000-square-foot house sitting on a hilly, triangular lot in the 

beautiful Austin neighborhood, they saw past its flaws and glimpsed straight into its future.
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design that serves the family now and will grow 
with them well into the future. 

“It was a pretty aggressive remodel,” says 
Borowicz of the project. “In the end, we really 
were just keeping the framing.”

Today the four-bedroom, three-bathroom 
Scandinavian-style home features 700 addition-
al square feet of space, raised ceilings, a light 
wood palette inside and out, plenty of natural 
light and a connectivity between spaces that 
didn’t exist before. The couple’s boys, who are 
now 8 and 6, still share a room so they are in 
the guest room near the master suite. But even-
tually, Champion says they will move upstairs 
to their own rooms which will become the “kid 
floor” featuring two bedrooms, a shared bath-
room and a lofted playroom.

“Because I was the builder, it took forever, 
but I learned so much,” says Champion of the 
two-year renovation project that proved well 
worth the effort. “Jonathan McCabe of Cap-
stone Custom Homes was the builder for our 
last remodel and a good friend. I must have 
called him every day with questions. It was a 
difficult process to get through, but I feel super 
happy with the result. We planned for the fu-
ture with this design.”

 Now the split-level house features spaces 
that flow seamlessly throughout the home, 
creating a connected living, kitchen, dining 
and family room across three levels. Borow-
icz raised the 8-foot ceilings to 9 feet through-
out the house with the dining room and entry 
raised to 13 feet to match the height of the front 
porch. She designed a master suite and guest 
room on the main floor and two bedrooms with 
a playroom loft upstairs.

 Dated elements in the original home, rang-
ing from green shag carpet to walls that closed 
off spaces and made rooms cramped, were re-
placed with engineered European white oak 
floors and a connected layout rife with West-
ern windows and large sliders.

“The house was pretty dark before but now 
there is a lot of connection throughout all pub-
lic spaces and little private nooks, like the loft 
area upstairs and the family room with the 
fireplace downstairs,” says Borowicz. “You 
can still hear what’s going on in the rest of the 
house but you are in your own world.”

The kitchen, previously cramped and dat-
ed, is undeniably the standout of the floor-
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to-ceiling renovation that now serves as the 
heart of the home. Featuring a light wood pal-
ette that reinforces the home’s Scandinavian 
style, Caesarstone® countertops, custom white 
oak cabinets with a wall of cabinetry splashed 
in Benjamin Moore®’s Knoxville Gray, floor-to-
ceiling sliding doors and windows that connect 
to the backyard, the kitchen is a light-filled and 
functional space.  

“Before, the kitchen had walls all around it 
and it was very small and cramped — it had 
not been remodeled before at all,” says Boro-
wicz. “Adding windows and raising the ceiling 
in there were two moves that really helped the 
space. It’s very bright and airy and full of light.” 

Champion says the architect also modified 
the less-than-ideal placement of the existing 
kitchen bathroom to create privacy and expand-
ed the kitchen across the entire living space 
by encompassing the existing hallway, which 
opened up the whole space and provided the 
room to install two large islands. It’s a design 
decision that the family takes advantage of daily. 

“My husband is an amazing cook so people 
can sit at both islands and he can still be part of 
the conversation,” she says. “Patricia’s spatial 
planning was so perfect — it allows us enough 
space to move around without being in each 
other’s way but there is no wasted space.”

Champion also appreciates the pass-through 
window in the kitchen, something she’s always 
wanted and now serves to reinforce the home’s 
indoor-outdoor connection. She’s also fond of 
all of the light wood featured on the inside and 
clad on the outside of the home, which creates 
a very clean and uncluttered look while re-
maining warm and unfussy. But most of all, the 
couple loves how the renovation led to a home 
that’s comfortable for their family of four as 
well as when they are entertaining guests. 

“We had 18 people over Christmas and it was 
so comfortable, and we just had a birthday par-
ty where there was room for the adults to con-
versate downstairs while the kids were playing 
upstairs,” says Champion. “People come over 
and they want to stay. I love that the design of 
this home is quiet and peaceful and it’s so com-
fortable, but nothing is precious.” u

BOROWICZ ARCHITECTURE
512-517-1532  |  
www.borowiczarchitecture.com
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BRIGHT
SPOTS

Fresh, clean and pristine, the new kitchen installed 

in a 1913 Greek Revival in San Antonio just shines. 

Same for the carriage house-turned-guest quarters. 

The ambitious double kitchen renovation was 

a historic adventure for both homeowner 

and designer — with brilliant results.

By Julie Catalano   Photography by Jennifer Siu-Rivera

e don’t even know where the origi-
nal kitchen was in the main house,” 

says Shea Pumarejo, principal design-
er at Younique Designs in San Antonio. 

When the homeowners purchased the 
4,600-square-foot, three-story-plus-base-

ment residence, it had lived many lives, the latest being a conver-
sion into an apartment building — its glorious beginnings in the 
early 20th century long gone.

When the homeowners decided to remodel their kitchen, 
Pumarejo says the timeworn interiors were dark with dark 
wood paneling and dark stained cabinetry. “It was not function-
ing well for them.”

For an owner whose kitchen dreams were essentially “the 
brighter the better,” the solution was out with the dark, in with 
the light. One recent renovation had added a laundry room next to 
the kitchen, making the kitchen an interior space. “We relocated 
the laundry to the basement and removed the wall that had divided 
the two rooms, doubling the space,” says Pumarejo. “Now we had 
an exterior wall with windows to flood in natural light.”

Double hung windows were replaced with casement windows 
to “crank open on nice days for a nice breeze and uninterrupted 
views,” says Pumarejo, who did not add any windows to the space; 
the back door with transom was also existing. 

The designer felt that white was the natural and appropriate 
choice for the Greek Revival home and its attendant stately col-

W“
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Pumarejo’s interpretation adds dimension and character to an 
already luxurious space, using beams to create the illusion of 
sunken ceiling panels. 

Crown moldings were essential in recreating the proper pe-
riod look, says Pumarejo. “They needed to be nice and big. Mul-
tiple moldings were put together to make them 12 inches high.” 
The ceiling color is Solitary Slate by PPG, giving a subtle, sooth-
ing break from the white while picking up the blue gray in the 
8x8 encaustic cement floor tile by Lili in custom colors. 

Compared to the intricacies involved in renovating the main 
house kitchen, the detached carriage house was a relative 
breeze. At 550 square feet, the two-story structure originally 
housed the horses, their gear and the carriage on the lower 
floor, while the upper floor traditionally provided a space for 
the caretaker. 

“The owner used the lower level as a regular garage,” says 
Pumarejo, “but upstairs was basically empty.” There was an 
existing hardwood floor. 

The challenge here was designing the kitchen wall that had 
an existing  dormer ceiling at one end. Open shelving maxi-
mizes the use of space and a petite custom vent hood caps 
the apartment-sized gas range. Narrow cabinets flank the sink 
window, and like the main house kitchen, all leaded and bev-
eled glass came from Parker’s Custom Stained & Etched Glass 
in San Antonio. Quartz countertops and patterned tile back-
splash complete the simple and engaging look. 

Cabinets, shelving and existing beadboard were painted in 

umns. A white kitchen “is what the house would have had origi-
nally,” Pumarejo says of the walls and custom cabinetry painted 
in Commercial White by PPG. Selected cabinets lit from inside 
showcase the owner’s stunning collection of depression glass 
and cut crystal behind doors of leaded, beveled glass. 

An avid cook, the owner uses the kitchen daily, so comfort, 
efficiency and storage were paramount. The Bertazzoni gas 
range with dual ovens is topped with a custom vent hood and 
flanked by custom drawers. 

Pumarejo divulges the secret behind this wall, literally: 
“There were pipes and things coming up from the basement 
that would have been expensive to move. We literally bumped 
that whole wall forward a foot into the room.” This created 
space for a six-foot pullout pantry next to the microwave along 
with storage for baking sheets and other items. Upper cabi-
nets with metal decorative grilles ingeniously camouflage the 
new air conditioning ducts. 

Countertops, island and backsplash are Calacatta Manhattan 
marble, treated in a one-time, post-installation process where 
the stone was sanded down and then sealed to guarantee against 
etching or staining. “It’s not inexpensive,” says Pumarejo, “but 
worth it if you love marble but not the maintenance.” Polished 
nickel fixtures from Visual Comfort illuminate the island. 

By far the shining star of the kitchen is the magnificent 
coffered ceiling. “The height of the ceilings made it perfect 
for that,” says Pumarejo of the architectural detail that was 
right at home in the structures of ancient Greece and Rome. 
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the same color as the main house kitchen — Commercial White 
by PPG. Pale green wall paint was chosen by the owners. 

Pumarejo gives some historical background to the design: 
“A kitchen in this time period would not have been an inte-
grated kitchen like we have today, with built-ins. They would 
have furniture pieces as well, like a work table or a furniture-
style cabinet.” 

Two charming design details pay homage to that era: a 
quirky, “bumped out” farmhouse sink and cabinet with “legs” 
and mini-columns on each side (“to give it a bit of character 
and movement,” says Pumarejo); and a built-in that resembles 
a freestanding pantry with open shelving and ample cabinet 
and drawer space. 

Working on two kitchens almost simultaneously was a wel-
come challenge for Pumarejo and an unexpected bonus for the 
owners. “I discussed the pros and cons of doing both at the 
same time rather than wait, primarily in the area of savings 
because of certain fixed construction costs.” 

The results were worth it. “We achieved the bright, happy 
main house kitchen they always wanted,” says Pumarejo, 
“and now they have a new cozy ‘guest house’ for visitors.” u

YOUNIQUE DESIGNS
210-602-9726  |  www.myyouniquedesigns.com
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By Claudia Alarcón   Photography by Andrea Calo

Architect Jennifer Vrazel from Studio Steinbomer 

has worked on countless kitchen designs and 

remodels in her career, always listening to her 

clients’ needs and wants. So, how did things go 

when it was time to redesign her own kitchen?

PERSONAL 
PROJECT

he house was built in 1952 in a simple 
ranch-style design common to that era. 
The kitchen is in the center of the house, 
open to the dining, living and family 
rooms, and is the core area for entertain-
ing. Although functional, the style of the T cabinets and the finishes were somewhat dated. “Because it 

is so open to the rest of the house — it’s truly the heart of 
the house — we wanted it to reflect the mid-century modern 
aesthetic that is prevalent throughout the rest of the house,” 
says Vrazel.

Design and planning for the kitchen began months before 
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the renovation. The team selected Paul Mulligan as the con-
tractor, and he took an active role in the planning process. 
Several meetings with subcontractors took place on site in 
order to understand the existing conditions and the proposed 
changes to minimize surprises once construction started. 
Fixtures and finishes were purchased in advance and stored 

on site, and cabinets and appliances were selected a couple 
of months before construction commenced. Once the cabi-
nets were built, demolition began and construction immedi-
ately followed. 

As with any outdated kitchen, storage was a problem. 
Without the ability to increase the size of the kitchen, Vrazel 
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of inaccessible storage. “So, with careful curating of kitchen 
accoutrements, we have plenty of storage for everything, and 
we can even store other items that were tucked away in other 
areas of the house,” she adds.

The modern, frameless, European-style cabinets were cus-
tom built by River City Cabinets. “I can’t recommend them 
enough,” she says. “The quality is top-notch, and the service 
is superb. We priced out prefab cabinets and were surprised 
at how competitively priced custom cabinets can be. It was 
the obvious choice, and I got exactly what I wanted.” They’re 
painted in Sherwin-Williams® Oyster White and complement 
the Caesarstone® Frosty Carrina counters and the adjacent 
Saarinen table with an Arabescato marble top. 

Another challenge was getting more natural light into the 
kitchen, which only had one small window over the sink 
and an abundance of shade trees outside. “We added a sky-

needed to maximize the current space through clever design 
of cabinetry and storage areas. “The inability to expand the 
footprint was one of the biggest challenges,” she says. “The 
kitchen and dining area share the same space, so while we 
needed more storage, we couldn’t afford to lose any room for 
dining. The new kitchen needed to occupy the same footprint 
as the old kitchen, and we somehow needed to accommodate 
more — and useful — storage.”  

The previous kitchen cabinetry consisted primarily of deep 
cabinets which, as opposed to drawers, probably accom-
modate the most amount of storage. “But deep cabinets are 
difficult to access, and stuff tends to get shoved to the back, 
never to be found until it’s time to renovate,” says Vrazel. “At 
least, that was our case!” In the new design, drawers were a 
must. Even though they yield a little less storage capacity, the 
ease of accessibility and functionality outweighs any amount 
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light in the dining area years ago which transformed the 
space, but the kitchen was still dark,” says Vrazel. “Due to 
very low ceilings throughout, and a low-slope roof with no 
attic space, adding a skylight was going to be a costly en-
deavor because we would need to reroute ductwork plumb-
ing, electrical, etc., to accommodate it. The solution was a 
Velux® solar tube — now the kitchen is the brightest room 
in the house!”

Since the dining area is adjacent and open to the kitchen, 
the side of the peninsula facing the dining room was designed 
with entertaining in mind, boasting open shelves for glass-
ware, an undercounter beverage refrigerator and built-ins 
reminiscent of mid-century modern credenzas. By creating 
this delineation of space, Vrazel can remain on the work side 
of the peninsula while guests have access to beverages, snacks 
and seating on the other side.

While this type of project doesn’t leave much opportunity to 
go completely green, they utilized under the counter LED tape 

light, Tech Lighting over the sink, peninsula and dining sconc-
es and Contech 4-inch adjustable recessed lights throughout, 
as well as high-efficiency appliances.

Small aesthetic details added a bit of whimsy and livened 
the space. “The backsplash tile is one of my favorite things 
about the kitchen,” says Vrazel. “It was one of the few selec-
tions that both my husband and I could agree upon, and I love 
the oval shape — it complements our oval dining table.” The 
tile is enhanced by a metallic Diamond Grout by Bosticks. 
The soft, neutral palette of colors allows for artwork, furnish-
ings and decorative objects to pop, much like in the rest of 
the home. The overall goal of the renovation was to make a 
kitchen that was clean and modern, but not trendy or some-
thing that would be dated in a few years. “We made selections 
that we felt would stand the test of time.” u

STUDIO STEINBOMER ARCHITECTURE & INTERIORS
512-479-0022  |  www.steinbomer.com
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By Julie Catalano   Photography by Stephen Karlisch

Living large takes on a whole new meaning 

for these busy San Antonio professionals. 

With a houseful of kids — their own and 

frequent drop-bys — this whole house

 remodel-in-progress features a hardworking 

kitchen, an award-winning laundry and plenty 

of room for lively conversation and family time.    

ORGANIZATION: 
FAMILY-

SIZED 
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aving active children 
and everything that 
accompanies that 
— friends, school, 
sports, a dog or 
two — along with 

a busy work schedule, the homeowner 
is “all about efficiency and streamlining 
her life,” says Julie Bradshaw, RID, ASID, 
NCIDQ and owner of Bradshaw Designs 
in San Antonio. Bradshaw worked in tan-
dem with the firm’s senior interior de-
signer Crystal Romero, RID, project lead 
for the one-story 5,000-square-foot fifties-
style home in Alamo Heights. 

Efficiency reigns in the spacious, bright 
kitchen with ample seating at both the 
huge island and the eat-in breakfast area, 
complete with a nine-foot dining table 
made of reclaimed oak barnwood and 
flanked by a freestanding banquette-style 
bench and wood chairs upholstered in dis-
tressed leather. 

However, the real stars of this kitchen 
are the unique storage solutions neatly 
out of sight: a custom double-depth draw-
er holds whisks, spoons and spatulas in 
circular compartments that keep them 
upright. “This was a special request from 
the homeowner,” says Bradshaw. “She 
said she wanted to be able to see the exact 
things she needed, grab them and go.” Mission accomplished. 

There’s a lid for every pot, as the saying goes, but that 
doesn’t mean they play well together in storage. So another 
large drawer was custom fitted with dividers to keep lids with-
in easy reach of their bottom halves. The result was ultimate 
flexibility. “The dividers are removable,” says Romero. “If she 
needs a great big wok in that drawer, it will work.”

Countertops and backsplash are durable and low-mainte-
nance quartzite in Mont Blanc from Delta Granite & Marble in 
San Antonio, as is the huge island that holds more clever stor-
age secrets. “That’s a U-shaped drawer designed around the 
neck of the drain under the sink,” says Romero, for kitchen 
towels and dishcloths. Under that, another drawer for clean-
ing supplies, plus a novel touch: a built-in paper towel nook. 

For a timeless look, Romero mixed metals in the kitchen. 
“We have the faucet in brushed nickel, the stainless steel vent 
hood, and the lighting in an antique nickel finish.” Cabinetry 
paint is a custom mix “similar to Benjamin Moore® Revere 
Pewter,” says Bradshaw of the soft gray hue, selected to com-
plement the existing tile floor.

H
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the years had darkened the longleaf pine. The 
limestone mantel “had to be custom made,” 
says Romero, “because there wasn’t anything 
large enough to cover the 48x60-inch opening.” 
Custom built-ins on either side of the rock wall 
provide display and storage. 

The striking sofas, a graceful pair of modern 
wingback-style leather chairs and the coffee 
table were also designed by Bradshaw Designs 
to be durable and family-friendly. “We had to be 
mindful of fabric selections,” says Romero. One 
popular choice was earth-friendly Crypton® fab-
ric that resists stains, moisture and odors. 

Both the kitchen and living room enjoy im-
pressive views of the outdoors, thanks to a wall of windows that 
overlook the backyard pool and landscaping. 

The laundry room is what dreams are made of — big, bright 
and exquisitely multifunctional. “It used to be a study and 
back hallway,” says Bradshaw. “The old hallway became the 
new mudroom.” In the new space, a hint of a “study” remains 
with the existing skylight helping to illuminate a desk and or-
ganizational area.

With an active family, this room gets a workout. Once again, 
streamlining and efficiency save the day. The washer and dry-
er feature pullout shelves for loading and unloading; there’s 
space for hanging clothes; wire and wicker baskets keep items 
sorted; and custom cabinets and drawers abound. 

A utility shower started out as a humble mop shower where 
the cleaners could rinse out and refill buckets. Now it’s also 
a handy spot for wet towels and other “pool stuff,” and dou-
bles as a great dog shower. Romero describes the shower’s 
gray subway tile as “watercolory,” referring to how the color 
“pools” in the hand-glazed process (this same tile graces the 
walls behind the sink and counter). An adjacent cabinet con-
veniently houses a rollout commercial mop bucket, vacuum 
cleaner and cleaning supplies. 

Not surprisingly, this space wowed the judges at the state-
wide 2019 ASID Legacy of Design Awards. It won First Place in 
the category of Residential: Unique Space. More importantly, it 
also ranks first place in the heart of the homeowner, who says 
of her favorite room in the house, “I could hang out here all day.” 

According to both Bradshaw and Romero, the project was 
“great fun.” (A bit of trivia: some of the same workers who 
had worked on a remodel done by the previous homeowner 
worked on this project, too.) “They are just the nicest family,” 
Romero continues. Working closely for 2.5 years and count-
ing — the house is being done in phases — means “we know 
each other’s tastes and preferences,” she adds. “They are a joy 
to work with.” u 

BRADSHAW DESIGNS
210-824-1535  |  www.bradshawdesigns.com

In a house often overflowing with visitors, giving the family 
enough seating was solved by a formal sitting room that flows 
seamlessly into the casual living room and, with the kitchen, 
wraps around a lush backyard. “We wanted it all open to each 
other,” says Romero.

Four elegant yet comfy armchairs in muted blue fabric circle a 
hammered metal coffee table; all designed by Bradshaw Designs, 
the firm’s in-house design service that gives clients an option for 
one-of-a-kind pieces while supporting local businesses. “We have 
some talented craftspeople in the area,” says Bradshaw. 

In the living room, ten-foot custom sofas face each other 
underneath a beamed ceiling lightened with a gray wash after 
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ORGANIC 
MODERNISM

By Claudia Alarcón   
Photography by Clay Grier

Built in 1955, this mid-century ranch 

house in Austin’s Zilker neighborhood 

was characterized by its low-slung roof, 

brick exterior and pitched ceilings, and 

had not been renovated or maintained 

in sixty years. That changed with a 

creative collaboration between 

Austin’s Mark Ashby Design and 

Rick + Cindy Black Architects, 

and the vintage home underwent a 

complete renovation and remodel. 





verall, Mark Ashby Design added ter-
razzo floors throughout and worked 
with Rick and Cindy Black to completely 
redesign the 273-square-foot kitchen, 
sunken den and bathrooms while keep-
ing the home’s original mid-century 

charm. When it came to the kitchen design, however, the team 
encountered a few challenges. The space needed more light 
and openness, and since the kitchen was visible immediately 
upon walking through the front door, they had to find a way to 
screen it off for a more elegant discovery.

Christina Simon, Senior Designer with Mark Ashby De-
sign, says the team wanted to open the space up by removing 
the upper cabinets, but without sacrificing storage. Work-
ing with the architects, they designed a very mid-century, 
floating cabinet in the middle of the room to give the kitchen 
a sense of boundary. “We designed it to be clad in vertical 
white oak slat panels, ostensibly helping the terrazzo floor 
acoustics but also creating a visual moment immediately 

O
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when you walk in,” she states. Be-
hind this slat wall is where they add-
ed most of the storage as well as the 
appliances and coffee station, well 
hidden from the rest of the home.

The homeowners wanted the kitch-
en to be an entertaining space, but 
also a family space that didn’t feel 
too modern. “The word modern can 
often be used to describe some of the 
more cold, contemporary designs,” 
says Simon. “But if you take it back 
to its truest form, it describes a sense 
of cleanliness and materiality that 
was first embraced during the mid-
century. This house was begging for 
a mid-century modern kitchen, but 
we needed to make sure that it was 
warm and inviting.”

To accomplish this request, the 
team decided to investigate organic 
modernism. Because they increased 
the amount of natural light with the 
addition of larger windows, they 
were able to design the custom cabi-
netry in white oak without it feeling 
too heavy. The cabinetry custom-
ization by AR Lucas Construction 
is enviable says Simon. “We had 
total freedom and flexibility. Every 
drawer and cabinet were made to 
our exact specification, and the way 
the drawer and cabinet lines harmo-
nize is also a big win.” For the back-
splash, they incorporated tile with 
a natural glaze by Bedrosians in the 
color River. “These elements all add warmth to the space,” 
says Simon. “And the natural movement in the materials 
give the kitchen a more relaxed, imperfect sense of ease that 
can get lost in more abrasive lines and angles of what can 
also be called modern.”

The integrated oak hardware on the cabinets will withstand 
the test of time and trend, and the Fire Brush Absolute Black 
Granite countertop adds a beautiful look of contrast and tex-
ture. “The design goal with this open kitchen was to highlight 
the beauty of the materials used — primarily rift sawn white 
oak and Absolute Black Granite,” says Rick Black, of Rick + 
Cindy Black Architects. “Views of the appliances and plumb-
ing fixtures from other parts of the house are limited, to create 
a more serene quality overall.” Appliances include a profes-
sional grade, stainless steel Thermador Pro Harmony® gas 

range, a Kitchenaid® vent hood with LED task lights, and un-
der the counter stainless steel icemaker and refrigerator.

“The challenge with mid-century ranch houses is that the 
interiors can often be a little dark and confining with long hall-
ways, low ceilings and high window sills. This house was no 
exception so we lightened up a lot with the floor, paint scheme 
and reconfiguring of the walls and windows. The balance to 
the gloss of the floors and the white of the walls is the warmth 
of the kitchen,” says Rick Black. u

MARK ASHBY DESIGN
512-524-1220  |  www.markashbydesign.com

RICK + CINDY BLACK ARCHITECTS
512-402-3152  |  www.rickandcindy.net
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How do you transform a dysfunctional kitchen into a 

contemporary storage-filled haven? That was the 

question Stephanie Swedlund tackled in one South 

Austin family home. The trick? Clever hacks that are 

sure to make any homeowner think outside-the-box. 

uzanne Braden is a self-taught designer and 
home flipper, and as the founder of TexZen 
Tiny Homes, she is used to renovating small 
spaces. But when it came to her own, she 
called in designer Stephanie Swedlund to take 
her small, dark and inefficient blue kitchen and 

turn it into a much-needed functional space for everyday living. 
Swedlund, who got connected with Braden through her con-

tractor, Protractor Services, was quick to start talking about 
design options. “The kitchen was in a single corner,” she re-
calls. “There was also a breakfast room with a single door to 
the outside patio and the fridge was tucked over to that side of 
the kitchen.” The family, who was already going through a me-
nagerie of construction which included new windows, exterior 
doors, a master suite and bathroom renovation, laundry and 
guest room, were excited for the potential of the new kitchen. 

One of the first substantial changes was knocking out the 
walls between the dining room and the living room that led into 
the kitchen. From there, the designer de-popcorned and raised 
the celling, plus wired new electric for a series of can lights. 
“We wanted the space to feel open and bright,” she comments.

She also added a support column to the L-shaped kitchen 
island, which was later covered in cedar to match the custom 
barn door and shelving. The island was positioned at the edge 
of a step down to the living room and to accommodate the dif-
ferent floor heights, Swedlund says, “The living room was a 
step down from the kitchen and dining areas, so we selected 
barstools that were adjustable in height so they could function 
at both sides of the island.”

The blue cabinets were one of the first things to go. Swed-
lund, who leans toward natural tones herself, went with natu-
ral wood and hand-crafted artisan tile for a timeless look — 
materials which often are the driving point for her designs. 
“I do like to mix in a little glam though and fun pops of color 
through artwork,” she adds. But she also loves adding an ac-
cent color through paint on base cabinetry or on an island. 

To make up for the lack of usable countertop space and over-
all square footage, Swedlund came up the idea of a two-room 
kitchen by incorporating the existing breakfast nook into the 
plan, something the homeowner says, “she never would’ve 
thought of herself.”

The designer, who is well-known for her kitchen and bath-
room renovations, is a recognized NKBA (National Kitchens 
and Bathrooms Association) 30 under 30 winner and the 
Austin Design Community Chair of ASID, and thus was more 
than ready to handle this unusual renovation. Her ability to 
visualize in 3-D is also crucial for her clients to get an idea of 
what their new kitchen will look like, from selecting colors to 
understanding the final floor plan.

 “From the beginning of my career, I did a lot of kitchens 
and knew I wanted to specialize in them,” she says. “There’s a 
whole psychology to understanding a client’s true goals when 

S
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designing a home for someone, and you always want to make 
sure you are never imposing your personal style over what the 
homeowner actually wants.”

But, the cleverest changes of the project included taking the 
existing refrigerator recess and turning it into a pantry with 
a custom reclaimed wood barn door. With the new layout, 
Swedlund also found room to add in more shelving recessed 
between the studs, which is now one of the client’s favorite 
features in the entire kitchen. “It is where she stores spices, 
cooking oils and cookbooks,” the designer says. 

While this renovation was quite the 
extensive effort, it’s surprisingly not the 
most challenging kitchen renovation 
she’s done to date. She completed a reno-
vation where the cabinetry specs weren’t 
properly measured, thus making fitting 
the appliances impossible. Her tip for do-
it-yourself renovations? Measure once, 
measure twice, measure again. 

Another tip Swedlund happily shared for 
homeowners is to be realistic about budget-
ing. “So many people come to me wanting 
to spend only $15,000 or $20,000, but espe-
cially when you are starting to move plumb-
ing and electricity (like in this project), con-
struction costs can add up very fast.” 

Overall, this dark and dated kitchen 
from went drab to delightful through the use of natural materi-
als, smart planning and custom storage solutions. And while 
the young designer has plenty of projects ahead, she’s very 
proud of how this South Austin home was brought to life. Now, 
there is plenty of room for the family to enjoy gatherings, qual-
ity time with one another and for Suzanne Braden to actually 
be able to utilize the most popular room in her home. u

SELECTIONS BY STEPH
512-300-1014  |  www.selectionsbysteph.com
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Ultra-Compact Surfaces employ an exclusive Sintered 

Particle Technology, a high tech process which represents an 

accelerated version of the metamorphic change that natural 

stone undergoes when subjected to high temperatures and 

pressure over thousands of years. The term “Ultra Compact 

Surface” is used to describe a completely new countertop 

surface that is made by putting the raw materials found in 

glass, porcelain, and quartz, under extreme heat and pres-

sure to create an almost indestructible material through a 

process of “Particle Sintering”. Brands that we fabricate and 

install include Sapienstone, Maxfine, Dekton and Neolith.

CALL US TODAY FOR MORE INFO. 

915 W. Howard Ln., Austin, TX 78753     512-834-8746

www.AlphaGraniteAustin.com

Ultra-Compact Surfaces
Premier Cert i f ied Fabricator of

Austin is one of the most exciting places to live. It may be 
known as the Live Music Capital of the World, but it’s also one of 
the fastest growing cities in the United States. For families living 
happily in established neighborhoods near their favorite schools, 
shopping and unique entertainment dis-
tricts, moving may not be an option when 
their home needs updating or they need 
to expand as their family grows as well. 
That’s where Austin NARI can help. As 
the National Association of the Remodel-
ing Industry, NARI members adhere to a 
strict code of ethics, values and business 
practices, and stay informed of the most 
current trends, technology and materials. 
Each year, outstanding remodeled homes 
are showcased in a Tour of Remodeled 
Homes where homeowners can view the 
craftsmanship of Austin NARI members.

In its 17th year, the Tour of Remodeled 
Homes in Austin showcases a wide vari-
ety of styles, sizes and price ranges for 
homeowners to view whether they are 
looking for a small remodel or a whole-
house renovation. The Tour is designed 
to help homeowners learn about the 
renovation process, find inspiration and meet qualified builders 
and industry leaders.

Austin NARI Remodelers whose work will be featured on the 
2020 Tour:
AVENUE B DEVELOPMENT   •   ADAMS COMPANY, LLC
REALTY RESTORATION, LLC & TWELVE STONES DESIGNS
KATZ BUILDERS, INC. CUSTOM BUILDERS & REMODELERS 
BRAVE REMODELING, INC.  •   CG&S DESIGN-BUILD 

This self-drive event will be held on April 4-5 from 10:00am to 
6:00pm. The homes may be viewed over the two-day tour or all 
in one day. Simply enjoy the homes at your own pace, talk with 
the professionals in person and get great ideas to move forward 
on remodeling your dream home. No strollers, pets or pictures 
allowed. Get your tickets today or learn more about the Tour at 
www.austinnari.org.

This is Austin NARI’s fifth year to contribute 15% of our ticket 
sales to Wonders and Worries, an organization that provides pro-
fessional support for children through a parent’s illness. They 
give kids the tools they need to build their well-being and cope. u

To find a professional remodeler in Austin or San Antonio, 
visit www.austinnari.org and www.remodelsanantonio.org.

Austin NARI 2020 Tour of 
REMODELED HOMES

REMODELER’S ADVICE

ANGELA PARKS, 
Executive Director, 
NARI San Antonio

KAYVON LEATH,
Executive Director,

 Austin NARI



Art City Austin
Come together and celebrate Austin’s diverse art scene at 

Art City Austin on April 17-19 at Republic Square. The festival, 
which is in its 70th year, will feature a market of local and 
visiting artists of all mediums, plus live music, food and wine 
demonstrations, and panel discussions. While artists travel 
from all over the country, the event itself is deeply rooted in 
Austin’s culture, partnering with local artists, restaurants and 
businesses. www.artcityaustin.com

Austin Food + Wine Festival 
The Austin Food + Wine Festival will feature over 100 

chefs, restaurants and wine and spirits experts during the 
ninth annual event, April 24-26. Highlights include hands-on 
Grillin’ and Chillin’, star-studded Rock Your Taco competi-
tion, cooking demonstrations, interactive Fire Pits, signature 
dishes, dynamic beverage tastings, live music and much 
more. A portion of the Festival’s proceeds benefit The Austin 
Food & Wine Alliance, dedicated to fostering awareness and 
innovation in the Central Texas food and wine community. 
www.austinfoodandwinefestival.com  

San Antonio 
Taco Fest: 

Music Y Más
San Antonio’s 

third annual Taco 
Fest on April 4 
from Noon to 
11:00pm gathers 
vendors from more than 
40 area restaurants, ta-
querias and food trucks 
for a family-friendly 
celebration of all things 
related to the taco, and 
this year’s event will take 
place at the University 
of Texas San Antonio’s 
downtown campus. The tacos vary from beloved breakfast 
tacos to crispy and soft, and entertainment includes live music 
from local, regional and national acts, cooking demonstra-
tions, storytelling and more. www.tacocapitaloftheworld.com

ANNA ALVA WIEDING CHARLES REAGAN HACKLEMAN

Pearl Gears Up 
For Spring

A long list of events 
guarantees good times 
at Pearl this spring. 
First Thursday Night 
Market continues as visitors shop at their favorite local Farm-
ers Market vendors and artisans while enjoying music and food 
from Pearl restaurants from 4:00 to 8:00pm during this free 
event each week. The Bidi Bidi Party on April 16 from 6:00 to 
9:00pm honors the Queen of Tejano with a DJ set presented 
by Sound Cream spinning the best of cumbia and Latin music. 
This free event is open to the public with food and drinks for 
sale at the Bottling Department. The Battle of Flowers After 
Party at Pearl on April 24 from 12:30 to 5:00pm invites guests 
to continue the celebration at the Bottling Department with 

dancing presented by 
Sound Cream, and food 
and drinks for sale at 
locations around Pearl. 
Many more events can 
be found on their web-
site. www.atpearl.com

MATT BUIKEMA

MATT BUIKEMA

arts and culture

SPOTLIGHT
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The Austin NARI 17th Annual 
Tour of Remodeled Homes

Come out and visit six amazing homes that have been re-
modeled by some of NARI’s great builders. Every home offers 
a different style and character. The Tour of Remodeled Homes 
is the best way to touch, see and experience the quality of the 
product their members deliver, and meet builders and their 
teams in person to gain insight into their projects and pro-
cesses. This event will be held on April 4-5 from 10:00am to 
6:00pm. You can view these homes in a 2-day tour or all in one 
day! No strollers, pets or pictures. www.austinnari.org 

Don Strange of Texas at the Majestic Theatre
San Antonio’s Majestic Theatre and Don Strange of Texas have collaborated 

to offer premium seat holders 
the opportunity to enjoy hassle-
free in-seat dining. Theatre goers 
can enjoy the benefit of Starlight 
Suite Seats with sweet and savory 
food offerings. Available for pre-
purchase are Starlight I and II per-
sonal catering packages delivered 

to the suite in a commemorative, insulated tote. For more information on the 
premium seat program and new food offering, call 210-226-5700.

SAY Sí Youth Program Celebrates 25 Years
SAY Sí is a national award-win-

ning, art-based nonprofit youth de-
velopment program that provides 
area students the opportunity to 
develop artistic and social skills 
in preparation for higher educa-
tion and career building. SAY Sí 
serves roughly 200 students from 
all school districts, in addition to 
serving 3,000 youth in community 

programs. In 2019, the organization began a capital campaign 
to renovate a 98,000-square-foot building that will allow SAY Sí 
to serve more youth and add more creative disciplines. The Say 
Sí Amigos program is a social membership that merges unique 
art experiences with philanthropy. www.saysi.org

Boerne’s Annual 
Parade of Artists

Presented by Boerne Pro-
fessional Artists, this self-
guided tour attracts hundreds 
of art enthusiasts every year 
for a stroll along Boerne’s 
Hill Country Mile where over 
100 works of art are show-
cased. Galleries include Car-
riage House Gallery, Gallery 

195, and Texas Treasures Fine Art Gallery who will be bring-
ing in 60 new artists for this spring show on April 3-5 from 
10:00am to 4:00pm daily. www.texastreasuresfineart.com

Preservation Austin Home Tour
Get ready for “Downtown Door-

steps,” Preservation Austin’s 28th 
Annual Homes Tour on April 25 
from 10:00am to 4:00pm. The 
2020 tour celebrates downtown 
Austin’s historic living spaces in 
all their forms, from a mid-century 
high-rise with stunning views of 
the Texas Capitol, to a converted 
Congress Avenue storefront over-

looking the historic Paramount Theatre. All proceeds support 
Preservation Austin’s advocacy efforts and educational pro-
gramming. www.preservationaustin.org/upcoming-events. 

arts and culture

SPOTLIGHT
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AUDIO/VISUAL
Bjorn’s

www.bjorns.com

210-828-3237

ASSOCIATIONS
Austin NARI

www.austinnari.org

512-375-2601

NARI San Antonio

www.remodelsanantonio.org

210-826-7200

CUSTOM CABINETRY & DESIGN
KingWood Fine Cabinetry

www.kingwoodcabinets.com

830-990-0565

CUSTOM GLASS WORK
Wimberley Glassworks

www.wgw.com

512-393-3316

FURNITURE & DESIGN
Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams

www.mgbwhome.com

512-676-4144

GRANITE, STONE & FLOORING
Alpha Granite & Tile

www.alphagraniteaustin.com

512-834-8746

CountertopSmart

www.countertopsmart.com

HOME REMODELING
Boerne Kitchens and Baths

www.boernekitchensandbaths.com

830-446-1506

CG&S Design-Build

www.cgsdb.com

512-444-1580

RDR Remodeling and Construction

www.rdrremodeling.com

512-843-7719

INTERIOR DESIGN
Bella Villa Design

www.bellavillads.com

512-443-3200

JEI Design, Inc.

www.jeidesign.com

512-330-9179

KITCHEN & BATH
Empire Countertops

www.empirefab.com

Austin: 512-637-5240

San Antonio: 210-651-3281

Expressions Home Gallery

www.expressionshomegallery.com

Austin: 512-454-4526

San Antonio: 210-349-7878

Factory Builder Stores

www.factorybuilderstores.com

Austin: 512-834-1442

San Antonio: 210-349-9333

Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery

www.fergusonshowrooms.com

Austin: 512-445-5140, 512-382-2032

San Antonio: 210-344-3013

Kohler Signature Store 

by FACETS of Austin

www.kohlersignaturestoreaustin.com

512-382-7939

LIGHTING
Lights Fantastic

www.lightsfantastic.com

512-452-9511

POOLS
Anthony Sylvan Pools

www.loveourpools.com

888-495-1537

WINDOW COVERINGS 
& AWNINGS
Austin Window Fashions

www.austinwindowfashions.com

512-836-3388

Austintatious Blinds and Shutters

www.austintatiousblinds.com

512-608-0302

Window Fashions of Texas

www.windowfashionsoftexas.com

210-979-8703

A D V E R T I S E R  I N D E X
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LOCAL SERVICE. EXPERT DESIGN.

Pirouette® with PowerView® Motorization

The PowerView® App and additional equipment
required for programmed operation.

12918 Shops Parkway, Suite 700
Bee Caves, TX 78738  |  512.608.0302

austintatiousblinds.com




